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ABSTRACT
We introduce topic-relevance map, an interactive search result visualization that assists rapid information comprehension across a large ranked set of results. The topic-relevance map visualizes a topical overview of the search result space as keywords with respect to two essential information retrieval measures: relevance and topical similarity. Non-linear dimensionality reduction is used to embed high-dimensional keyword representations of search result data into angles on a radial layout. Relevance of keywords is estimated by a ranking method and visualized as radiuses on the radial layout. As a result, similar keywords are modeled by nearby points, dissimilar keywords are modeled by distant points, more relevant keywords are closer to the center of the radial display, and less relevant keywords are distant from the center of the radial display. We evaluated the effect of the topic-relevance map in a search result comprehension task where 24 participants were summarizing search results and produced a conceptualization of the result space. The results show that topic-relevance map significantly improves participants’ comprehension capability compared to a conventional ranked list presentation.
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INTRODUCTION
Search systems often present the retrieved information for the users as a ranked list of documents in a descended relevance order [34]. Presenting results as a ranked list forces the user to scan through the ranked list and pick sufficiently relevant documents from the top of the ranking. Often, however, users are not looking for a single highest-ranked document, but the initial query is issued to broadly comprehend the information space [39]. This requires proficiency in information literacy based on the result list and confronts users with problems detecting topical subspaces within the initial ranked list [7]. A promising solution to assist the user is to visualize the search result space for the user [9]. In contrast to a ranked list, which uses one dimension (relevance ranking), the advantage of various visualization techniques is that they allow additional dimensions to represent the search results. The methods proposed for search result visualization can be divided into two main types: visualizing topics or terms within retrieval results (i.e. indicating the content of a result document with the terms attached to that document) and visualizing an overview of results (i.e. using a separate visualization component that provides an overview of the whole result space) [20].

We present topic-relevance map, a novel overview visualization approach considering two dimensions essential for search results: topical similarity and relevance. Topic-relevance map organizes keywords representing the search results onto a radial layout. Non-linear dimensionality reduction is used to embed high-dimensional keyword representations into angles on the radial layout. Relevance of keywords is estimated by a ranking method and visualized as radiuses on the radial layout. As a result, similar keywords are modeled by nearby points, dissimilar keywords are modeled by distant points, more relevant keywords are closer to the center of the radial display, and less relevant keywords are distant from the center of the
We study the effectiveness and user behavior of topic-relevance map in a search result comprehension task: skimming and understanding the structure and conceptualization of search results by creating a conceptual structure organized as main topics and their subtopics. We perform user experiments in which 24 users comprehend search results in eight tasks. The results, evaluated by several measures, suggest that the topic-relevance map yields a more comprehensive understanding of search results than a comparison system that visualized topics within the search result list. Our findings can help to design more effective sense-making tools that assist users in rapid comprehension and understanding of large search result spaces.

BACKGROUND
Our research is related directly to search result visualization and topic visualization that we review below. We also give a short introduction to result comprehension and sensemaking and position our methodological and empirical contributions.

Search Result Comprehension and Sensemaking
Comprehending search results is a task where users skim and try to understand the structure and conceptualization of the search results. Comprehension might mean the same as the venerable notion of sensemaking: the human ability to understand individual stimuli, especially words, sentences, or chunks [24]. Comprehension is important in broad information search scenarios where a user tries to gain understanding of a topic in order to retrieve more specific or related information in subsequent search iterations [39, 29]. A simple ranked list can support simple look-up search scenarios where users focus on finding one or a few highly relevant documents. However, linear scanning of search result list can be insufficient for broader information needs. Comprehension of search results is needed especially when the aim of the information seeking is not to look up an individual relevant document but to gain an overall understanding of varied information across multiple relevant documents. Only part of the information in each document may be relevant, and information content over multiple documents may be interrelated; the user must then comprehend not only individual documents but a wider body of knowledge spread across documents. Successfully comprehending information content across search results would let the user to relate the result documents to each other, the query, and the underlying information need, and to exploit the information content appropriately in further processing of the found information [24].

Search Result Visualization
Instead of resorting only to traditional ranked document lists, researchers have proposed a variety of techniques to present and visualize search results and allowing more efficient comprehension than exhaustively going over each result document. The main presentation approaches are visualizing topics or terms within retrieval results or visualizing an overview of results either in text or on a separate visualization element [20], and interactive support to direct search and information exploration [35, 6].

Visualization of topics or terms within retrieval results was first proposed in the TileBars system [18]. TileBars visualizes explicit term distribution information in a full text information access system. The representation indicates relative document length, query term frequency, and query term distribution and can be used to order the results.

TextTiling is a technique for visualizing topical structure of a document within the text. It subdivides texts into multi-paragraph units that represent passages, or subtopics [19]. SenseMaker is another good example of early work on supporting information exploration process by visualizing the information space. The interface of SenseMaker approximates the current information context and provides a set of user-centered actions for examining the current context [6]. Another approach has been search result clustering in which the initial result set is clustered and an overview of each cluster is presented to the user [21]. Empirical results on using search result clustering show that relevant documents tend to be more similar to each other than to non-relevant documents and that users can utilize the grouping of information by the topical similarity in selecting relevant results. A similar approach for two-dimensional representation has been proposed for image search allowing browsing on a 2D canvas [23].

A line of recent work has focused on interactive support for making sense of search results and several interactive interfaces have been recently proposed. ExplorationWall [25] is an interface that allows incremental exploration and sense-making of large information spaces by visualizing documents and related entities as search streams. PivotPaths [13] is another recently proposed interface for exploring faceted information resources by visualizing facets as paths and supporting pivot operations as lightweight interaction techniques that trigger gradual transitions between the facets. Interactive interfaces that enable transparent control on user models have recently become popular [35, 36, 2, 4, 42, 32]. The idea behind these approaches is that, as opposite to visualizing results, the user model is visualized and the user can interactively provide feedback on the search intentions using the visualization. Similar visual controls for user modeling have also been proposed for recommender systems [5, 11, 41].

Topic Visualization
Topic model visualization has recently been extensively studied. The key idea is close to our approach in that a lowerdimensional representation of the original document space is first computed and then it is visualized in order to assist making sense of the complete data collection [17].

Topic visualizations leverage word lists or word clouds to visualize topic models. For example, Chaney and Blei [8] employed word lists to illustrate the hidden structure discovered by a topic model. The HierarchicalTopics system [15] hierarchically organizes the learned topics and thus can represent a large number of topics without being cluttered. TopicPanorama [28] is a topic visualization that visualizes a picture of relevant topics discussed in multiple sources. It combines a
radially stacked tree visualization with a density-based graph visualization to facilitate the examination of the matched topic graph from multiple perspectives. Another topic visualization system is Serendip [3] which focuses on supporting multi-level discovery in text corpora, including the corpus, passage, and word levels. Topic visualization has also been studied in cases of evolving text corpora [10] and real-time adaptive context [12].

Despite extensive research in visualization and interactive support for search result ordering, there is no conclusive evidence that these visualization approaches would lead to improved search result comprehension in the hands of users [37, 20]. Previous studies mainly focus on reporting either behavioral findings on the exploration behavior [14, 26], or finding more diverse information or increased coverage of variables in the exploration process [43]. Moreover, existing approaches focus on visualizing different data dimensions as separate widgets [14, 1, 43], but not topical similarity and relevance simultaneously.

While the previous work highlights the utility and applicability of visualization techniques for interactively browsing information collections in general, we lack understanding of the benefits of the visualizations; do the visualizations improve users effectiveness or efficiency in understanding or comprehending the information collections, or are they rather complex proxies for simpler interactions that the users perform as a part of their information exploration processes?

Contributions
The contributions of this article are both methodological and empirical. First, we present topic-relevance map, a novel visualization intended for comprehension of search results by simultaneously visualizing relevance and topical similarity. The visualization is optimized by data-driven machine learning and presents the results via keywords. Second, we show empirical evidence on improved search result comprehension in controlled user experiments comparing our approach to a baseline which visualizes the same topical information within search results. In the experiments, the users were given a short time to analyze a set of search results and their task was to produce a conceptualization that represents the search result space. In this task users who used the topic-relevance map had improved comprehension output and were able to produce better and more broader conceptualization of the search result space. The differences can be attributed to the topic-relevance map visualization.

TOPIC-RELEVANCE MAP
The design principles behind the topic-relevance map are:

1. The topic-relevance map should illustrate, in a compact manner, the topical information across all search results.
2. The map should efficiently show the estimated relevance of each topical content.
3. The map should compactly show relationships among the topical content.

An illustration of the topic-relevance map is shown in Figure 2. The map represents topical content of search results based on keywords contained in the result documents, and organizes the keywords as directions. The map uses a polar coordinate system and radial layout, thus focusing more on relations between keywords than their exact relevance weights, yielding a good tradeoff between the amount of shown information and comprehensibility: a simple list of keywords only uses one degree of freedom and does not show keyword relationships, whereas higher than two-dimensional visualizations could make interaction with the visualization more difficult [16].

The map consists of two main areas: an inner area showing the top ten keywords representing the most relevant topics, and an outer ring showing the complete set of other keywords representing other topics occurring in the search results and clustered as directions on the radial layout.

In more detail, the inner area of the visualization represents the search: the closer a keyword is to the center the more relevant it is. The outer ring shows other keywords arranged so that topically keywords are shown with similar angles, thus keywords form angular clusters that represent directions in the information space. The interface colors the keywords according to such clustering, and label each cluster by highlighting the most relevant keyword. The rest of the keywords are shown as dots to preserve clarity. The inner area is also arranged along angular directions, and shown with radial positions representing their relevances; the top keywords act as rough signposts along their angular directions, directing the user towards the larger clusters of keywords found along those directions. A user can inspect the clusters with a fish-eye lens: the lens zooms into keywords in a small circular area and shows their full text.
Our interface directly supports several key tasks in Shneiderman’s [38] taxonomy of tasks for information visualizations, including the visual information seeking mantra overview first, zoom and filter, details on demand, and relate: overview: the map shows an at-a-glance overview of keyword content in the search results: top keywords, keyword relevances, groups of keywords as directions, and an example keyword from each direction. zoom and filter: the fisheye lens functionality in the interface allows the user to zoom into a small part of the visualization. details on demand: hovering over a top of a dot representing a keyword highlights the keyword both on the radar and in all documents where the keyword appears. relate: the map shows data-driven relationships of keywords by their co-location along similar directions in the visualization, as well as their direct co-occurrences in specific documents.

Preliminaries

Search results contain a set of documents, which in turn contain a set \( S_{\text{all}} \) of keywords. In our experiments, author-provided keywords are available; we use author keywords and augment keywords if they are missing from the keyword set, but occur in the article abstract. Alternatively, keywords can be extracted by a variety of automated techniques from the text of the documents. Suppose for each keyword \( k_i \) we have available an estimated relevance value \( r_i \in [0, 1] \) to the user’s information need. From the relevances we identify subset \( S_{\text{top}} \) of most relevant keywords \( k_i \in S_{\text{top}} \) by highest relevance; in experiments we took the 10 top keywords. For the rest of the keywords, called the non-top keywords \( k_i \in S_{\text{all}} \setminus S_{\text{top}} \), suppose we have available topical features \( x_i \) describing the relationship of this keyword to the potential information needs covered by the current search results.

The keyword relevances and the topical features are all easily estimated, as shown in the “Estimation of relevance and associations” subsection later in this document. In particular, we will use association strengths of keyword \( k_i \) to each of the top keywords to represent topical content of \( k_i \), as described later. The most powerful solution is to directly infer these associations by interaction (lookups) with a search system; however, if such interaction is unavailable we support simpler solutions described in the “Estimation of relevance and associations” subsection.

Layout Computation

We optimize a data-driven layout for keywords by probabilistic modeling-based nonlinear dimensionality reduction, in two stages: first, the outer ring which contains the majority of keywords is laid out, and then the keywords of the inner area are placed following the layout of the outer ring. Our low-dimensional layout summarizes the essential parts of topical variation in the keyword set; it can be seen as a nonlinear and nonparametric reduced-dimensional model of topical content in the results.

Neighborhood preservation: An intuitive goal for dimensionality reduction of keywords. Neighborhood preservation is a powerful concept recently adopted in several dimensionality reduction methods. The idea is that a dimensionality reduction method must place data items from a high-dimensional space into a low-dimensional scatter plot, and preserve neighborhood relationships of the data items. This is a useful goal because 1) it is more flexible than trying to preserve the detailed distances among items, and 2) analyzing neighborhood relationships (finding similar data items) is a natural way to relate items, one of the main tasks for visualization in Shneiderman’s [38] taxonomy; since users need to perform this task to explore and comprehend search results, optimizing dimensionality reduction for this subtask makes the visualization directly useful for a task of the user.

We quantify the goodness of a visualization of keywords by analyzing what happens to neighborhood relationships between the high-dimensional topical-features space and the low-dimensional angles (directions) on the topic-relevance map. Perfect low-dimensional representation of all high-dimensional relationships is usually not possible; it is then crucial to quantify the errors and optimize the display to minimize them. We first define an input neighborhood and an output neighborhood, and then quantify their differences.

Defining neighborhoods of keywords. Let \( \{x_i\}_{i=1}^N \) be a set of keywords \( i \) having a vector of high-dimensional real-valued topical features \( x_i \). We define the features later in this paper. Two keywords can be called neighbors if their topical features are similar. Let each keyword \( i \) have a neighborhood \( p_i \), which represents which other keywords would be considered similar by a user who inspected their high-dimensional features. We represent \( p_i \) as a probability distribution \( p_i = \{p(\cdot|i)\} \), telling for each other keyword \( j \) the probability \( p(j|i) \) that if the user had to pick an example neighbor she would pick \( j \). The probabilities should be high for neighbors with features similar to \( i \) and small for neighbors with dissimilar features. We take a simple definition,

\[
p(j|i) = \frac{\exp(-||x_i - x_j||^2/\sigma_i^2)}{\sum_j \exp(-||x_i - x_j||^2/\sigma_i^2)}
\]

which is a Gaussian falloff with respect to distance between features of keywords \( i \) and \( j \), normalized so that the probabilities sum to one. The constant \( \sigma_i \) lets us set the falloff rate; we set it as in [40]. This is a simple definition of a probabilistic neighborhood, which already yields good results.

On the outer ring of the topic-relevance map, keywords have angles \( \{a_i\}_{i=1}^N \), and two keywords appear similar if they have close-by angles. We define for each keyword \( i \) an output neighborhood \( q_i \), telling how similar other keywords appear to be based on their angles. The \( q_i \) will again be a probability distribution \( q_i = \{q(j|i)\} \) where we define the probabilities analogously to the input feature space, as

\[
q(j|i) = \frac{\exp(-|a_i - a_j|^2/\sigma_\alpha^2)}{\sum_j \exp(-|a_i - a_j|^2/\sigma_\alpha^2)}.
\]

Errors in neighborhoods. When high-dimensional keywords are placed onto a low-dimensional display two kinds of errors will happen (Figure 3): misses are keywords \( j \) that were neighbors of \( i \) in the input space but not on the display, having
We first estimate the topical features (Stage 1), then we create the topic-relevance map which is a Kullback-Leibler divergence between the distributions of keywords whose neighborhood probability with keyword \( i \) is high. The output space denotes low-dimensional visual locations of keywords, here angles \( a_i \) on a radial display. The set \( Q_i \) denotes other keywords whose neighborhood probability with keyword \( i \) is high on the display. Two kinds of errors are illustrated: misses are keywords that are neighbors in the input space but not on the display, and false neighbors are keywords that are neighbors on the display but not neighbors in the input space.

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 3.** Top: errors in visualization of neighborhood relationships of a keyword \( i \). The input space denotes high-dimensional descriptions \( x_i \) of keywords. The set \( P_i \) denotes other keywords whose neighborhood probability with keyword \( i \) is high. The output space denotes low-dimensional visual locations of keywords, here angles \( a_i \) on a radial display. The set \( Q_i \) denotes other keywords whose neighborhood probability with keyword \( i \) is high on the display. Two kinds of errors are illustrated: misses are keywords that are neighbors in the input space but not on the display, and false neighbors are keywords that are neighbors on the display but not neighbors in the input space.

The costs of misses and false neighbors can be quantified by generalizations of the information retrieval measures precision (penalizes false neighbors) and recall (penalizes misses). It can be shown that the measure

\[
D_{KL}(p_i, q_i) = \sum_{j \neq i} p(j|i) \log \frac{p(j|i)}{q(j|i)}
\]

which is a Kullback-Leibler divergence between the distributions \( p_i \) and \( q_i \) generalizes recall (the divergence is high when there are many misses; see [40] for a proof of the connection) and the divergence \( D_{KL}(q_i, p_i) \) similarly generalizes precision (it is high when there are many false neighbors). The sum of these two divergences over all neighborhoods \( p_i \) and \( q_i \) is then a suitable measure for quality of a visualization.

Next we describe the construction of the topic-relevance map using the above dimensionality reduction definitions. Our principle is to place each keyword \( k_l \) on a radius proportional to its estimated relevance \( r_l \) (the larger, the closer to the center). We first estimate the topical features (Stage 1), then we create the outer ring (stage 2) which has less radial space but more angular space to show directions, and then (stage 3) we create the inner area.

**Stage 1: Estimation of relevance and associations**

The topic-relevance map is applicable to several search systems. We characterize keywords \( k_l \) by relevances and topical features. If a system can directly provide relevance scores \( r_l \) for keywords, we use those, and in experiments we did that. For topical features, we do not resort to some generic feature set, as generic features could turn out irrelevant or distracting for information needs of a particular search. Instead, for each keyword \( k_l \), we create topical features by associations of keywords to top keywords: we use features \( x_l = \{ x_{il} \} \) where \( x_{il} \) is the association strength of keyword \( k_l \) to an information need characterized by top keyword \( k_l \).

**Topical features as associations from lookup searches.** For each top keyword \( k_l \) we estimate associations \( x_{il} \) of all keywords by a lookup. In principle, we could simply append \( k_l \) to the current query as a query suggestion, and re-estimate keyword relevances using the search system; for each keyword \( k_l \) the re-estimated keyword relevance would be used as the \( x_{il} \). However, this would require carrying out new searches, and we instead perform a lookup within the current result set.

In detail, we use Bayesian linear regression to estimate relevances for each keyword in a lookup, based on their document occurrences. Using the term frequency-inverse document frequency (TF-IDF) matrix of the current result set, for each keyword we use its TF-IDF values across the documents as an input feature vector for the regression. We set the \( l \)th top keyword \( k_l \) as a known target, assigning it the highest relevance \( r_l = 1 \); this represents a lookup where the user explores intent related to \( k_l \). Bayesian linear regression trained with this target yields estimated relevances \( \hat{r}_l \) for each keyword; we set \( x_{il} = \hat{r}_l \) as the association strength, and repeat for lookups with other top keywords \( k_l \).

The above Bayesian linear regression has two advantages: 1) if the search results arise as part of an ongoing search session, any available previous keyword relevance feedback from users can be used as additional targets in addition to each lookup target; 2) the Bayesian relevance estimate can be made to balance exploitation (of relevances estimated from sparse data) and exploration (of uncertain keywords that have potential to be relevant) by taking upper confidence bounds as relevance estimates instead of using mean estimates.

**Normalization.** After the lookups, we use the norm of the association vector \( x_l \) as the radius \( r_l \) for non-top keywords on the topic-relevance map; it represents relevance across all the lookups instead of just the current relevance. We then normalize the \( x_l \) to have norm one; the normalized association tells which of the top keywords are most associated with each non-top keyword \( k_l \). The \( x_l \) are a high-dimensional topical description of the keyword; we use dimensionality reduction to reduce them to angles on the topic-relevance map.

**Simplified relevances.** If relevance scores for keywords are not available from the system, a simple alternative is to estimate \( r_l \), e.g., proportional to average TF-IDF value across result documents, or average weighted by document ranks. Thus the topic-relevance map can be constructed whenever search results and their document-keyword TF-IDF matrix are available. Our system in experiments directly provided keyword relevances and we used those.

**Stage 2: Layout of Outer Keywords as Directions in the Information Space**

To create the outer ring, we take the non-top keywords \( k_l \) and use their relevances as radiuses, compressed to the width of the outer ring. We use dimensionality reduction to create angles: the task of the layout algorithm is to place keywords so that keywords with neighboring angles have neighboring topical features. We quantify the goodness of the result as the sum \((\sum_l D_{KL}(p_l, q_l) + \sum_l D_{KL}(q_l, p_l))/2\) of Kullback-Leiblers divergences between angular neighborhoods \( q_l \) and topical neighborhoods.
neighboring neighborhoods $p_i$, which quantifies with equal interest both misses and false neighbors. This total divergence is a function of the angles $a_i$ of keywords in the outer ring: we optimize the $a_i$ by gradient descent to minimize the total divergence. This method is based on [40] (see also [22, 31] for discussion and variants) but in a new context; the difference is that the work in [40] is noninteractive visualization of fixed data sets with no integration of information retrieval, whereas in our work data arise from momentary search result sets; topical input features are extracted from the search system instead of using fixed features, by feedback based estimation of relevance and association features; and a radial output is used that couples dimensionality reduction output with estimated relevances. This layout approach can be shown [40] to correspond to optimizing information retrieval of neighboring keywords from the display layout (minimizing misses and false positives of such retrieval).

**Highlighting of keywords in the outer circle.** To highlight the structure in the outer circle layout, we apply a simple agglomerative clustering to angles $a_i$ of keywords in the outer circle. In detail, start a cluster from the keyword with the smallest angle, and iteratively add the keyword with the next largest angle into the cluster as long as the angle difference is below a threshold and the size of the cluster is smaller than a specified percentage of all keywords in the outer circle; when either condition fails start the next cluster. We show clusters with different colors, and show for each cluster the label of the predicted most relevant keyword (having largest $r_i$).

**Stage 3: Layout of Inner Keywords**

The top keywords in the inner area represent the current search intent; for each such top keyword $k_i$, its radius naturally represents its current estimated relevance $r_i \in [0, 1]$. The angles $a_i$ of keywords in the inner circle must be placed consistently with the layout of the outer ring. Since we represent top keywords in the outer ring by estimated associations with the top keywords $k_i$, that is, keywords $k_i$ in the outer ring have features $x_i = \{x_{ij}\}$ where $x_{ij}$ is an association strength to the $l$th top keyword, then the angle $a_i$ should act as a signpost to represent which outer-ring keywords are most associated with $k_i$. For the $l$th top keyword we thus set $a_i$ to the highest weighted mode of angles $a_i$ of outer-ring keywords $k_i$, where the angle of each outer-ring keyword is weighted by the association strength $x_{ij}$. The resulting angle $a_i$ of each keyword $k_i$ in the inner area indicates which outer-ring keywords should be explored in relation to the $l$th top keyword.

**Scalability.** Results were retrieved by scalable Lucene search. The interface and visualization are computed for top-300 articles and their keywords; top- $k$ pruning is simple as results were already ranked. Visualization optimization is fast and can be made $O(N \log(N))$ with respect to number of keywords $N$ by recent strategies ([44]; see also [45, 46]).

**EXPERIMENTS**

The purpose of the experiment was to measure the effect of the visualization component to the user’s information comprehension performance. The experiment followed a within-subject design. The independent variable of the experiment was the system configuration: a system with the visualization component and a system without the visualization component. The order of presentation of the systems and comprehension tasks was randomized and counterbalanced.

**System Configurations**

Two systems were configured: a system with the visualization component and a system without the visualization component. The system with the visualization component is illustrated in Figure 4. The system without the visualization component is exactly the same, but pertains only the conventional search result listing and the visualization component is removed (left side of Figure 5). Both systems had the keywords visualized within search results (i.e. a list of keywords describing the document was placed under each result). The systems were augmented with a workspace that was used by the participants to collect the information. This allowed a simple interaction to select information by dragging from the actual interface without switching to another application. The workspace also enabled accurate logging and data collection.

**Task and Topics**

The participants were situated in a simulated work task in which they had to comprehend and summarize the search results. The participants were asked to use two-level hierarchical conceptualization:

1. Find as many main topic keywords, but at least two, that you find important to cover the overall topic.
2. Find as many subtopic keywords under each main keyword that you find important to cover the main keyword.

The work task scenario was: “You are searching information about a pre-defined topic using an information retrieval system. Your task is to comprehend the topic by describing, at least two, main concepts related to the overall topic and describe as many as possible subconcepts related to each main concept.” Eight topics were used: Human Memory, Web Design, Cognition, Distributed Systems, Language Processing, Kernel Function, Wearable Sensors, and Compiler Design.

**Participants**

We recruited 24 participants from two universities. Six were females. Participants reported their age within these age intervals: Seven participants were 17-24 years old, eleven were 25-32 years old, and three were 33-40 years old. Three participants had a PhD degree, eight had a MSc degree and the rest had an undergraduate degree. As the text in the user interface was in English, only participants with a self-reported good knowledge of English were eligible to take part. Participants were told they could ask the experimenter for clarification at any time during the experiment. All participants had a limited experience with interactive search engines. Users were recruited by word of mouth and received no compensation for participation.

**Procedure**

Prior to the experiment, the participants were asked to read written instructions. The instructions explained the purpose of the experiment and the task that the participants were expected to perform. The participants were then informed that...
the system would automatically launch queries and return and present search results, and the participant was only expected to gather information by examining the presented search results using the given system. The participants were informed that they will use two different systems to gather information and store their conceptualization in a workspace component, which will be the same for both systems. Then the participants watched a 2-minute video illustrating an exemplar task with the system variants and they had a 3-minute trial using the systems via a pre-defined query that was different form the ones used in the actual experiment.

After this phase, the actual experiment started. Participants performed eight tasks corresponding to the eight topics (see the previous subsection for the list of topics). Each task had two phases: comprehension phase and composition phase.

The rationale of the comprehension phase was to study the quality of the concepts that the participants were able to produce given a system variant. The rationale in separating the composition phase was to let the users to concentrate in producing the conceptualization as fast as possible and to allow them to organize the selected concepts in a separate composition phase. Previous research has shown that humans often spend significant amount of time in composing their answers instead of looking for information to support their answers and that these two tasks are interleaved and cause task-switching costs [30]. The experimental design where these tasks were separated ensured that the participants focused on collecting the best possible concepts comprehending the result space in the given time without having to interleave this activity with composition of their answer.

In the comprehension phase, the system automatically launched queries corresponding to the tasks by executing a client side Java Script code. Each query run either on timer (5 minutes), or when the participant clicked the "next" button. The query that was automatically issued by the system was exactly the name of the topic. For example, for the topic Web Design, the system automatically issued a query "Web design". This allowed to remove possible variance originating from participants’ subjective interpretations of the topics. The time limit was used to make sure that there was no variance in the time that the participants used in the comprehension phase. The timer was visible for the participants so that they were aware of how much time they had left to complete the task. The time was limited to two minutes for each task. The participants had two minutes to read and collect the information on the screen and after two minutes all the information on the screen disappeared, except the information on the workspace which was used to store the results to be used in the composition phase.

In the composition phase, the participants could still use the information that they had collected to the workspace to compose a written answer that comprehended the search result space. The workspace was visible for additional 3 minutes. Such experimental procedure ensured that the participants were working under strict time limits in order to complete the task as fast as possible and use the preferred interface element when they knew that their time is limited.

After the experiment, the participant filled in post-task questionnaires selected from the ResQue questionnaires [33].

Apparatus
The experiment was run on a desktop PC connected to a vertically mounted 24-inch wide-screen monitor. The vertical position of the monitor was chosen because the workspace was placed under the result list and visualization component and the additional screen estate allowed fair comparison to the baseline system. The system was implemented as a Web application accessed using the Google Chrome browser. During the experiment, participants could use a mouse and a keyboard to operate the interface. The search engine automatically logged the timestamp, the action performed by the user: selected keyword to represent the main or subtopic, the position of the documents in the ranked list that contained the particular keyword, and the state of the workspace. Participants’ subjec-
were listed in a matrix. Two assessors assessed the relevance after the experiment all responses from all participants and

4.1) Did the participants inspect the search result space using the topic-relevance map more often than using the result list? Did the participants select keywords from the topic-relevance map visualization more often than from the result list?

Comprehension process: Did the topic-relevance map result in improved comprehension outcome?

Measures
We used the following measures for the Comprehension process. Fluency of keyword selection: how many keywords are selected from the visualization compared to the result list? Share of information inspection source: how much time is spent browsing the visualization compared to the result list? Share of information selection source: how many keywords are selected from the visualization compared to the result list?

We used the following measures for the Comprehension outcome. Cumulative gain of selected keywords: how good quality are the selected keywords. Distribution of the selected keywords in the result list: how comprehensively the result list is covered. Subjective preference: how useful and easy to use were the compared systems.

RESULTS
Fluency of keyword selection
Users of the baseline system dragged in total 1286 keywords from under articles in the result list to the workspace (on average 6.7 per user and task). Users of the system with the topic-relevance map dragged a comparable total number, 1068 keywords to the workspace (on average 5.6 per user and task). Figure 7 shows the result graphically.

Share of information inspection source
Recorded mouse movements over time were available from 18 of the users (mouse-movements of 6 users were not available due to a technical problem). Figure 6 shows the locations as a scatter plot. Based on the mouse cursor locations, users on the system with the topic-relevance map spent 30.5% of time browsing the map, and 55.4% of time browsing the search result list. In comparison, users on the baseline system spent 83.4% of time browsing the search result list. This further illustrates the fluency of the topic-relevance map: users spent a reasonable portion of time browsing the map, and while less time was spend over the map than over the familiar result list, nevertheless the majority of keywords chosen to be dragged were ultimately dragged from the map as discussed below.

Share of information selection source
In the baseline system keywords can only be dragged to the workspace from the list of document results. Users of the system with the topic-relevance map strongly preferred to use the map: 914 (85.6%) of the dragged keywords were dragged from the map to the workspace, and 154 (14.4%) were dragged from under articles in the result list to the workspace. Figure 7 shows the result graphically.

Distribution of selected keywords
On average over the eight tasks, in the baseline system the 24 users overall dragged 55.5 unique keywords per task from the search result list onto the workspace. In the system with the topic-relevance map, the 24 users dragged 45.8 unique keywords onto the workspace, from the map onto the workspace.

Figure 5. A screenshot of the baseline system without the visualization component. The ranked list of search results (right) and the workspace (left).
Figure 6. Mouse position scatter plots from 18 users over the two systems: the one with the topic-relevance map (left) and the baseline (right). Dots are mouse positions recorded at 3-second intervals. The areas of the workspace and topic-relevance map are outlined in red and green respectively. Dots in the bottom-half of the figures are from situations where the user has scrolled the screen to see more results.

Figure 7. Sources of information selected to be dragged to the workspace. Numbers are average amounts of keywords dragged to the workspace, for both systems, on average over all tasks and users. For the system with the topic-relevance map, we also report separately the amounts of keywords dragged from the map and from the document list, and give their relative percentages. On the system with the map, users drag from the map most of the time.

and 120 unique keywords from the list; the difference is statistically significant over the tasks. Thus, even though users overall dragged slightly less keywords onto the workspace in the proposed system than in the baseline, the topic-relevance map allowed them to reach a more varied and comprehensive selection of the keywords than the baseline system. Since users of the topic-relevance map system gained a better expert score than users of the baseline system, this comprehensiveness was beneficial and not simply random variation.

On the system with the topic-relevance map, 89.8% of the unique keywords dragged to the workspace by the 24 users were dragged from the map, thus not only did the users prefer to use the map, it accounted for a majority of the comprehensive keyword selection they discovered.

**Cumulative gain of selected keywords**

Users had to provide answers organized as main-topic keywords and sub-topic keywords under each main topic, and both were evaluated separately by cumulative gain of expert-given scores for the keywords. Average within-task standard deviation over users was 3.9 for main-topic scores and 17.2 for sub-topics; we focus on between-system difference. Figure 8 shows the topic-relevance map yielded a statistically significantly improved score for main-topic keywords; since the main topics represent the breadth of information content discovered from the results, the topic-relevance map helped users reach a more comprehensive understanding of the results. Figure 9 shows the results for sub-topic keywords, representing depth of understanding for each main topic; the difference between systems was not statistically significant, hence the topic-relevance map increased overall comprehension without sacrificing depth of comprehension.

**Subjective preference**

In the post-task questionnaires (Table 1), users indicated through ratings of several questions that the simpler and more familiar interface was found easier to use, learn, and they felt more confident using the conventional system with only search result listing. This is natural when comparing a traditional interface to a new one with only a small amount of training time. However, users clearly felt the topic-relevance map influenced their selection of topics and subtopics. While users’ overall satisfaction score for systems was similar, in a separate question about system preference, a two thirds majority of the 24 users preferred to use the system with the topic-relevance map. In summary, the subjective user experience with the topic-relevance map was found more cumbersome than with the conventional baseline. However, it influenced participants’
We introduced topic-relevance map, a visualization that assists users in comprehension of search results. In contrast to visualization approaches that focus on grouping search results or visualizing topical relevance within search result listing, our approach is based on simultaneously visualizing topical relevance and topical similarity. We evaluated the effect of the topic-relevance map in a search result comprehension task where participants were summarizing search results and produced a conceptualization of the result space.

**Answers to the Research Questions**

Here we reflect the research questions that we defined earlier:

*Did the participants inspect the search result space using the topic-relevance map more often than using the result list?* Yes, the participants inspected the search results using the topic-relevance map. The recordings of the mouse movements showed that over one third of the time the users inspected the search results using the map.

*Did the participants select keywords from the topic-relevance map visualization more often than from the result list?* Yes, participants selected significantly more and more comprehensive set of keywords from the map than from the result list.

*Did the topic-relevance map result in improved comprehension outcome?* Yes, the topic-relevance map improved the comprehension outcome for the main topic keywords, but no overall difference was found in case of the subtopic keywords. This suggests that the visualization enabled participants to obtain a broader view on the search results, but did not help gather better information under an individual subtopic.

**Limitations and Future Work**

While our work shows novel visualization that was found to improve search result comprehension over a baseline that used within search result visualization, it could be extended in several ways. We only studied the search result comprehension task; a larger variety of tasks, such as diversity or novelty of information, or topic spotting, could allow measuring a wider set of objectives that could be important for the users. We compared our method to a within search results visualization that had exactly the same keywords visualized under each search result; while this visualization has become the de-facto method in many search engines, comparison to larger variety of baselines and other visualizations could reveal additional benefits or weaknesses of our approach. We restricted the time for the tasks to few minutes; while this lets us mimic a time constrained result comprehension task, the time constraint was arbitrarily chosen; different constraint types (time or other task constraints), or comprehension across a series of searches, could yield valuable information about possible tradeoffs the visual complexity may impose.

Nevertheless, our results show that topic-relevance map significantly improves participants’ comprehension capability compared to a conventional ranked list presentation. In general, our results echo the recent developments in visual search engines that promote human control over search results, personal data processing, and more generally putting users at the center and in control of their information search processes.
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